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Abstract 

 
One issue with a lot of the free aerial satellite maps that exists is the actuality                
of the acquired images in terms of the acquisition date. A lot of times the               
images are a few years old and will not represent the current reality. This              
project will try and mitigate this by using free open data from the Copernicus              
directive supplied by the European Space Agency ESA and use that to create             
maps. By doing this the ability to have daily updated aerial satellite maps             
occurs and that could be really interesting for scientific and commercial           
purposes. To make this work an automated process was created that           
downloaded the images from Copernicus and processed them with GDAL to           
create the maps. The process deals with the issues of mosaicing, reprojection            
and unattended downloads amongst other things. In the results, there is a            
comparison between three different maps to give a comparison and an idea of             
how big of a map the process can handle in a reasonable time. 
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1 Introduction  
Satellite maps are very common today and we see them in different            
applications for different purposes in various places. Something that we do           
not see that often however are Continuously Rendered Aerial Maps with           
Open data. To tackle this absence CRAMO was created. CRAMO is an            
acronym for Continuously Rendered Aerial Maps with Open data and is also            
the name of the application created in this project. 

There are several other satellite map providers out there. Some          
examples include Google Maps [36] which is probably the well known one.            
Google uses images from a wide range of providers, this can be observed by              
using google maps and reading the credits in the bottom right corner of the              
map. Depending on zoom level different providers can be observed for the            
same area. Another one is satellites.pro [37] which lets us select which map             
provider we want to look at and then it utilizes that particular providers data              
source to display the map. Since the data are taken via satellites it is hard for                
companies to have their own satellites taking these images and that is why             
they are often utilizing the same data but they may have different processing             
techniques. Google maps, for instance, uses a technique called cloud          
mosaicing [38] which means that several images of the same area are used             
and the clouds are detected. With the clouds detected they can be clipped             
from the images and then the other images can be merged together forming a              
cloudless image. This is, of course, a very simple explanation and it is             
dependent on other factors like season and weather. A problem with this            
approach is that it is very hard to know when a particular image was taken               
since it can be a constellation of different images. 

If we look at Google maps and we pick an area that is not located in a                 
major city like Paris or New York we will see that the data is often very old,                 
up to several years. An image over your house or property that is several              
years old and with no acquisition date attached to it will not tell you much in                
regards to how it looks at the moment. If we, for instance, would like to see                
how our forest has grown from that felling we did last fall then images from               
two or three years back will not help us at all. 

These are the major points that this project and CRAMO focused on.            
Sokigo wanted a map that would contain the latest images available. They            
also wanted to be able to see images from a certain date. Maybe there was a                
storm one night and you would like to compare the maps from the day before               

 
   



to the day after the storm. With a map from the CRAMO service, this would               
be possible. 

To be able to achieve this a lot of data was needed. The Copernicus              
[3] programme from ESA [4] and more specifically data from the Sentinel 2             
mission [5] was used as data provider for this project. 

1.1 Background 
This project focused mostly on the creation of an automated process for            
creating aerial maps. To better understand the project I explained some of the             
core components in this section. There are some vital tools that were needed             
and a basic understanding of the concept of GIS [6] and mapping in general. 

Creating aerial maps from satellite data is nothing new. The first           
images from space were taken on August 14 in 1959 by the US Explorer 6               
[11] and the first map was not long after.  

In the past, satellite data has been something for the military or for             
those who can afford to pay for it. It is because of missions like Copernicus               
and Landsat [12] that the data from satellites become available for the public             
and makes projects like these even possible.  

1.1.1 Sentinel 2 mission 

The Sentinel 2 mission consists of two similar satellites that have the same             
orbit but are on opposite sides of the earth at all times. This orbit strategy               
makes it possible for a revisit period of 5 days (10 days at the equator). The                
swath of these satellites is 290 km which makes for very frequent updates of              
the imagery [7]. 

Products that are produced are put into different categories depending          
on the amount of post-processing they have gone through [8]. 

Level-1C products are Top of Atmosphere (TOA) images and have          
very little post-processing and are basically what you get when you take a             
photo from space. 

Level-2A products are Bottom of Atmosphere (BOA) images which         
mean they have been atmospherically corrected. Atmospheric correction is a          
very advanced topic and deals with the impact that the atmosphere has on             
images that are taken above the atmosphere. It is a way for us to process the                
images to make them look like the atmosphere was not there in the final              
product. The two most common methods for this is Dark Object Subtraction            
(DOS) and Atmospheric Modeling.  

 
   



ESA uses a software called Sen2Cor [9] to process the images into            
Level-2A products and it is available for download to consumers. In this            
project, we used the already processed data for convenience. Figure 1.1 gives            
a good comparison between a Level-1C product and a Level-2A product. 
 
Figure 1.1 (Left is BOA and right is TOA processed Level-2A) 
 

      
 

1.1.2 GeoSpatial Data Abstraction Library 
GeoSpatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) [10] is a library that will help            
us with geospatial work and processing that will need to be done to create our               
map. GDAL will help us to normalize the images into a projection that we              
can work with. It will also help us in performing intersections between            
polygons and raster images. 

GDAL is a C library that works with C++, Python and also has a C#               
interface.  
 

1.1.3 Vector vs raster 

In the context of this project, the terms vector and raster will be used to               
describe different layers when working with the creation of the map.  

A vector layer consists of x, y points (in 2D space) that together will              
form some sort of shape. The most common ones are line, polygon, and             
point. This type of layer is very good at visualizing borders or edges around              
areas.  

Raster, on the other hand, is made up of pixels. Every individual pixel             

 
   



has a numerical value that will correspond to a color. The data type for a               
raster can vary and both 8 and 16 bit are common. A raster layer can also be                 
combined of several bands to make a more complex color structure. An            
example here could be that you have three 8 bit bands that represent red green               
and blue in an image. If you merge these bands you will get a true color                
image with RGB colors much like how the satellite images are made. 

Raster has a special data type called NO_DATA which tells us if the             
pixels have values or not. Since a raster image consists of individual values in              
the form of arrays it also has a size, for instance, 10000x10000 pixels. This              
only tells us the size, not if there is data in the image or not. NO_DATA will                 
help us differentiate between actual no data values and for instance black            
pixels which could have a value of 0. 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Related work 
This thesis project dealt with different aspect regarding mapping and working           
with data from satellites. The study I chose to have as inspiration for my              
work was about the mosaicing process in sensed images. I felt like this was              
the most crucial component and was the most unknown process for me as the              
author. 

Image mosaicing is used to blend or merge two or more images            
together and make it seem like they are just one image. These images are              
preferably overlapping to make the blending smooth in the edges. The images            
can also be in different projections and be taken at different times which can              
make the lighting differentiate between the images for example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Figure 1.2 Mosaiced image without correction[13] 

 
In the paper Satellite and Aerial Image Mosaicing - A Comparative Insight            
[13] the authors gave a good example of how it can look if the images are                
merged without correction, see Figure 1.2. They gave an example of a            
method that is called Feature Point Extraction which means that we extract            
extreme value points from both images and look for correlations between           
them. By extracting these points and having this correlation the data that is             
needed to compare pixel values and calculate distances became available.          
The distance was to verify that the image ended up in the correct location              
after it had been reprojected to another projection. The pixel values could be             
used to calculate a form of normalization were the images intersect in the             
mosaic and create a blended image with no visible intersects. 

The authors of the paper also stated that it is not sufficient to create a                
mosaic that looks appealing to the eye, we need some form of metrics as well.               
The metrics that they talked about are RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) and             
MSE (Mean Squared Error). The main difference between these was that           
RMSE is used when there is no base mosaic to compare to and MSE is used                
when there is a mosaic to compare to. RMSE is based on calculating the              
distance between points while MSE calculates pixel values in the overlapping           
part of the mosaic. 

The paper was concluded by a comparison with the author's image           
mosaicing system EsiReg and another system called ImReg. EsiReg gets          
higher scores on all samples then ImReg. They also went on to saying that              
tests like these need to be completed with a statistical study to be able to draw                
a final conclusion. Figure 1.3 shows a blended image calculated with EsiReg. 

 
   



 
Figure 1.3 Mosaiced image with gradient blending[13] 

 
 

1.3 Problem formulation 
The tasks of creating a map from the Copernicus satellite data is very time              
consuming and completely manual.  

The process is not repeatable and requires a highly skilled person to            
do the actual work of processing the data and creating a map.  
The process itself takes a lot of time. Sokigo would prefer if this was a               
continuous process in the long run so the chosen tools need to be considered              
with speed in mind. What Sokigo basically want is an automated process for             
creating a map from this data.  

Another aspect of this is the knowledge about these satellites. There is            
a lot of research to be made in finding out how and what the different satellite                
missions can be used for in regards to the company's interests. 

1.4 Motivation 
The two main parts that make this project really appealing is cost and             
actuality. Cost is because most of Sokigos customers have very high demands            
on the maps in their applications. Most of the customers are in Sweden and if               
you want a high-quality map with aerial pictures then you need to use maps              
from national land surveys - Sweden [1].  

The maps from the national land survey are quite expensive and leave            
very little in terms of margin for Sokigo when providing the maps for their              

 
   



customers. What they want then is a process to create good looking aerial             
maps while using less costly data (free from royalty) and have an automated             
process to cut the manufacturing costs. This will give the customers a less             
costly map while Sokigo would be able to increase their profit as well. 

The other main part is the frequency of update. National land survey            
updates their aerial photos with between 2 and 10 years interval making the             
images you're looking at 10 years old in the worst case. 
For a company that uses the images to look at their forest and perhaps does               
planning or analysis based on that data that time interval might not be             
acceptable. 

With the Copernicus data from the Sentinel-2 satellite, we will instead           
have the possibility to get new images every 5 days since that is the revisit               
interval for this satellite [2]. We will only have the possibility to get new              
images because there are a lot of factors involved and all images will not be               
usable but the key here is that we will use the data as soon as it is available                  
and not have to wait several years for a new set of images. 

1.5 Objectives 
Table 1.1 Objectives for this thesis project 

O1 Create a workflow for the image processing (tools and         
approach are the most crucial parts) 

O2 Create a workflow for the map tiling process (tools and          
approach are the most crucial parts) 

O3 Implement the service and integrate the previous workflows 
O4 Implement a test program that verifies that the map tiles end up            

in the correct position according to the chosen projection. This          
program will also check for blank spaces on the map. 

O5 Serve the map live from an OWS service 
 
 
By fulfilling the objectives shown in Table 1.1 the project output will consist             
of: 

● An automated process that downloads images over a certain         
area at a certain time. 

● An automated process that takes a list of images and          
parameters and creates a map as output. 

 
   



● A service that contains an encapsulated the two previous steps          
into usable software.  

● A program or step that verifies that the output is to a certain             
standard. This standard should be parameterized. 

● A live map served from a MapServer so it can be consumed            
either via WMS or a GIS application such as QGIS or           
MapInfo. 

1.6 Scope/Limitation  
Since the Sentinel-2 mission offers ready to consume Level-2A products I did            
not delve too deep into the image processing. I have given a brief explanation              
of the process but did not implement anything regarding it.  

The webpage for setting up the map configuration is not the focus of             
this project and was made as an MVP (Minimal Viable Product). 

The area of interest is Sweden, technically it should not matter. One            
could do the entire world but there will be so much more resources needed to               
make it work especially when it comes to storage. One map of Sweden will              
be roughly 20GB. 
 

1.7 Target group  
This project is aimed at consumers. The consumer can be a private person or              
company. Basically, anyone that has an interest in looking at updated aerial            
maps with a resolution above 10m. Depending on the distribution model it            
could be a paid or free service, it depends on the platform. 

The vision was for the map to be put as a layer in a web mapping                
platform and in the webpage you as a user has the ability to change certain               
parameters and the map will then render according to your needs. 

1.8 Outline  
Here is an outline of the report and the chapters that will follow. 

The method will explain how we can verify that the finished product            
is as expected according to our specification. The finished products were           
verified manually and the process itself was tested by a test program. The test              
program was fed certain parameters and evaluated accordingly. 

Implementation gives a full summary regarding the actual        
implementation of the service and how the different components interact and           

 
   



what their respective roles are. 
Results show the results of the project. There are summaries and           

statistics on processing times, quality reports and product description to give           
a proper understanding of what the project really is. 

The analysis gives give my own opinions and conclusions from the           
results. 

The discussion is where I will reflect upon whether this project has            
solved the formulated problem or not. It also discusses how the findings            
relate to what others have done in the field. 

The conclusion gives a summary of the project and suggests some           
ideas for future implementation. This will also serve as a more general            
reflection from my part of the project. 
 

 
 

  

 
   



2 Method 
The method that as used for this project was design science. The main artifact              
was the application itself and an iterative process was used. A test program             
was written specifically for this project and was used to make sure the artifact              
behaved as intended. Manual validation of the end result via a checklist and             
by interviews on very specific topics was also used. 

The manual validation was conducted by picking random areas in the           
map, zooming in and out in the client, QGIS as desktop client and chrome as               
web client was used. Testing the responsiveness of the map from a user             
perspective was done with the help of a checklist. The live filter from the tile               
index map was also tested by manually extracting the image that was            
supposed to be filtered and comparing that to the one appearing in the client. 

The test program had four main focuses, checking that all products           
had been successfully downloaded, validating the processed tiles new         
projection, the number of pixels with no-data values in them and the            
processing time for the map creation. In Figure 2.1 it shows where these gates              
were placed in the process. 

To validate the projection GeoSpatial Data Abstraction Library        
(GDAL) was used to read the new SpatialReference object from the file and             
import it to a text format known as wkt [14] and then compare that to a                
dictionary or a file that we knew was in that projection. This told us that the                
processed images would end in the projection that we had declared. Another            
part was to compare the distance between points.  

Points in the desired projection were extracted and had their distances           
calculated. When a new map was completed the software would take the            
coordinates from the reference points, extract new points from the processed           
map and compare if the distance is equal to the reference points. 

To validate the no-data values the software used GDAL to read every            
pixel value and check for no-data. The amount allowed is arbitrary and            
different thresholds were used during the project. 

Processing time is only a crucial factor when we were processing           
large maps (entire Sweden as an example). When the area covered was that             
large the total processing time including the downloading of data risked           
taking longer than 24 hours to complete. The system was not designed to             
handle parallel processes of the same map configuration so this needed to be             
closely monitored. 

 
   



 
Figure 2.1 (Flowchart of CRAMO with test gates) 

 
Explanation of steps in Figure 2.1, see the implementation chapter for           

a more detailed explanation of these. 
● Search - Search the data hub for products to download. 
● Download - Download products from data hub. 
● Verify download - verify that all products were downloaded         

and are complete. 
● Unzip - Unzip the product and keep only the file we are            

interested in. 
● Warp/Reproject - Reproject the images to the desired        

projection. 
● Verify reprojection - Read raster and verify the projection is          

correct. 
● Intersect - Perform intersection on raster images based on our          

search grid. 
● Merge(.vrt) - Merge all raster images and create .vrt file. 
● Translate - Clip merged .vrt to match search grid cell. 
● Checking no-data - Perform a check of the clipped image on           

the no-data threshold. 
● PostProcess - Create ready to consume products. 

 
 

 
   



  
Interviews were conducted as closed interviews and the participant         

was a GIS engineer at Sokigo with 10+ years experience in the field. The              
interviews were done at three separate occasions and one topic was discussed            
each time. The topics were: 
 

Topic 1. How is a map with this many small raster tiles composed           
to work in an OWS service? 

Topic 2. How do we define metrics for the map to be validated           
against? What decides what is good enough? 

Topic 3. Architecture, how would Sokigo like the software       
architecture to look like for it to be usable in a real world scenario? 

 

2.1 Design Science and Interviews 
Design science (DS) is a methodology which can be used to create something             
that does not exist. DS gives us a structured approach when trying to create              
artifacts that solve existing problems. The artifact could be a variety of things             
depending on the project but some examples could be an algorithm, a new             
language or a new component for a car. DS is used in several different fields               
of study, such as Engineering, Computer Science and Information Systems          
[41].  

In this project, the design used was innovative since processes that did            
not exist yet were created and if they had existed the design would have been               
routine. The design process was exploratory, iterative and the earlier          
iterations are used to help improve the next iteration. 

Cross [40] tells us that the term Design science was used at a             
conference about design methods in 1966 and that it could have been where             
the term itself originated from. He also tells us that it is hard to pinpoint the                
exact origin of DS since references to it can be found in earlier papers as               
well. The term Design Science is not used but the description of the method              
that Theo van Doesburg wrote about in the 1920s has a lot of similarities to               
how DS is looked upon today. He talks about the need for a method when               
constructing new objects which is basically what DS is about. 

Hevner et al. [39] state that Design consists of both some sort of             
process with a set of activities and an artifact. The activities are what drives              
the creation of the artifact in DS. According to them, we have to present              

 
   



evidence to address the two questions “What utility does the new artifact            
provide?” and “What demonstrates that utility?” otherwise the method will          
not be valid. What this tells us is that there needs to be a specific problem                
domain to solve that does not have sufficient design already to be considered             
complete, if so DS will not be needed. The artifact produced also has to prove               
its usability in some way so we can apply the knowledge granted from that              
iteration into the next one. If it cannot be evaluated properly then the             
knowledge acquired cannot be applied since there is no way of knowing if it              
helps in solving the problem. 

Hevner et al. also gives a set of guidelines that can be followed and              
applied when using the DS method. These are: 

● Guideline 1 - Design as an Artifact. A viable artifact must be            
created. 

● Guideline 2 - Problem Relevance. An existing real word problem          
needs to be connected to the method. 

● Guideline 3 - Design Evaluation. The artifacts must be evaluated          
accordingly. 

● Guideline 4 - Research Contributions. The research should provide         
verifiable contributions in the area of design science research. 

● Guideline 5 - Research Rigor. The research should rely on rigorous           
methods when creating and evaluating an artifact. 

● Guideline 6 - Design as a Search Process. Using available means to            
achieve expected results but taking the problem domain into         
consideration. 

● Guideline 7 - Communication of Research. The research result         
should be presented in a way that both technical and          
management-oriented groups can grasp them. 
 
This project utilized DS by dividing the application into different          

subprocesses and seeing each subprocess as an artifact. This way they could            
be validated against the test program discussed earlier in this Chapter. The            
end goal was then to create a single artifact that would represent the software              
CRAMO. 
The different sub-processes treated as artifacts were: 

● Downloading data 
● Processing data 
● Mosaicing 

 
   



● Creating products 
● Test program 

 
If we consider the guidelines and applies them to the main artifact            

created in this project it is clear that DS was applied. Some guidelines are              
followed more thoroughly than others. Guideline 1,2,3 and 6 are clearly           
followed while Guideline 4 perhaps should have had some extra          
consideration. The key concepts of DS were always used, a problem was            
discovered that did not have an existing design, an artifact was created and             
evaluated. From the evaluations, an iterative approach was taken to improve           
the artifact until it complied with the expectations. 

Interviews were as stated earlier conducted as closed interviews         
meaning that the questions were prepared in advance and each question had a             
specific problem connected to them. These interviews were not planned in           
advance in terms of long term planning. Instead, when a specific problem            
arose that was deemed to be more efficient to solve in collaboration with             
Sokigo then by the author an interview was conducted. The author had prior             
knowledge regarding the business at Sokigo so the classification of which           
problems to conduct interviews upon or not was taken from that knowledge. 

When the need for an interview arose the interviewer booked a           
meeting with the person who was going to be interviewed and wrote down             
the answers to later be able to extract vital information and use in the              
implementation phase. The interview answers were first tested before         
implemented to verify that they would work.  
 

2.2 Reliability and Validity  
All of the ingoing parameters to the test program was arbitrary and did not              
tell anything about the actual quality of the product but was only a             
comparison against some user-defined values. Since it was hard to set           
functional requirements on a map that was not created yet I decided this was              
good enough. The results are repeatable since the verification process itself           
was automated. 

The results were verified by Sokigo and they had the final say in             
regards to whether the products were good enough or not.  

There is not one single way in solving this problem but several,            
depending on the tools you used, the background you had and personal            

 
   



preferences. You could do it in a number of ways. With this in mind, I had to                 
consider that the results from the interviews were a reflection of that person's             
preferred way of creating this process and therefore could differ between           
different persons.  

2.3 Ethical Considerations  
The notes and details from the interviews were not published to preserve the             
integrity of those who participated in them. Only the outcome from the            
interviews are published and those are mainly published as code          
implementations.  

An argument could be made that this application could be used for            
malicious intent by for instance looking if cars have been gone from            
driveways for a long time, searching for boats in remote areas or detecting             
areas that are not supposed to be public. This is something to be considerate              
of and have in mind when publishing the application. 
 

 
   



3 Implementation 
3.1 Architecture 
CRAMO was implemented in C# [15] and using the .NET framework with            
the exception of the GUI which is implemented in JavaScript and HTML.            
The application was running as a console application when debugging and as            
a Windows service when installed. The reason for this was ease of use, it is               
much simpler to debug a console application than a background service. The            
service was a nice fit when installing the software since Sokigo wanted it to              
run all the processes unattended, in the background and automatically.  

The main idea on how the software should work is that you as a user               
would access a Web interface where you could manage your maps from the             
system. A map was a configuration file with a set of attributes including a              
search area in wkt format. When the configuration file was created it was             
ready to be picked up by the processing factory when the scheduler tells it to               
run. The factory would then read the attributes from the config file and adapt              
its behavior accordingly. 

Please refer to Figure 2.1 for a flowchart of the entire process. 
 
 

Figure 3.1 Package diagram over CRAMO 

 
 

 
   



  
Figure 3.1 gives a simple overview of the system and acts as a visual              

explanation of the packages relations. The scheduler is the initiator of the            
process itself but the instructions for the process comes from the user via the              
configuration file created in the Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

To make the service general and loosely coupled with the GUI a            
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) [16] service was created and         
embedded in the system. This was because the system should not be            
dependent on a specific Web service. This way the service responded to            
REST [17] and could be used with any client that produces REST calls. It              
also enabled desktop clients to access the service. 

 
 

3.2 Task scheduling 
Scheduling tasks were done by specifying the interval that we wanted our            
process to run, for instance, every night at 02:00. This setting was done via a               
system config file called App.config.  
 

Figure 3.2 Sequence diagram of the task scheduling process 

 
 

When the CRAMO application started, a new instance of the          
TaskManager class was initialized which then read any available map          
configuration files and added them as actions to the scheduler service. The            
actions that were sent to the scheduler are anonymous and would be invoked             
later when the schedule timer ran out. From Code 3.1, we can see how the               
actual scheduling of a task was implemented. 

 

 
   



 
 

    Code 3.1 Snippet showing task scheduling. 

 Scheduler.Scheduler.IntervalInDays(1, async () => 
            { 

                try 
                { 

                    // await actions to perform here 
                } 

                catch (Exception e) 
                { 

                    logger.Error(e.ToString()); 

                } 

            }); 

 

The tasks were recurrent and were added back to the queue once they were              
done. See Figure 3.2 for a sequence diagram over the scheduling operation.  

3.3 Searching Copernicus Open Access Hub 
Data from the Copernicus satellites are stored in what they call “Copernicus            
Open Access Hub” [18]. This data hub was a storage application which            
exposed two different APIs that the system could communicate with. With           
the help of these APIs, the system could programmatically search for           
products in the data hub and download them. More specifically what was            
desired from the search was the download link for the product. 

The APIs that were exposed were OpenSearch [19] and OData [20].           
OpenSearch was mostly used to search the data hub for products from some             
criteria and then download them via OData.  
 
Example of OpenSearch query: 
https://schihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/search?q=footprint:\"Intersects
((POLYGON(0,0,0,0))\" AND ( 

beginPosition:[2019-04-10T00:00:00.000Z TO 
2019-04-10T23:59:59.999Z] AND 

endPosition:[2019-04-10T00:00:00.000Z TO 2019-04-10T23:59:59.999Z] 
)" + " AND ( (platformname:Sentinel-2 AND producttype:S2MSI2A AND 
cloudcoverpercentage:[0 TO 100])) 

 
 

 
   



● Intersects = The geographical area that the search would be          
performed in. This should be in wkt format. 

● beginPosition = The date to start the search from. 
● endPosition = The date to end the search. 
● platformname = Satellite name, in our case Sentinel-2. 
● producttype = As described in chapter 1 there are different          

products available. CRAMO wanted S2MSI2A. 
● cloudcoverpercentage = The allowed percentage of the images        

that could be covered with clouds. Eg the lower the right           
number in the array [0-100], chances to get products in your           
search result decreases. 

 
The parameters listed above are read from the map configuration file           

and parsed into the application at runtime. The responses the system got were             
in the form of an XML file with data regarding the search that was performed               
and after that, the products were listed. From this XML file, CRAMO could             
then either parse the result from that file or conduct more searches if need be.               
If, for instance, all results from the search could not fit in a single response               
CRAMO had to do another search and aggregate the results since the            
OpenSearch implementation used paging [21]. 

CRAMO had another search option as well. With the OData API, we            
could traverse inside the product and tell which file in the zip we would like               
to download. This required us to perform another search to get the filename             
of the file inside the product we would like to download. This search was              
very unstable and often timed out the web client, it should only be used with               
the regular search as a fallback and were disabled by default. 

 

3.4 Downloading data 
As discussed in Section 3.3, OData was used to download data from the             
access hub. In Section 3.3 which will be referred to as the search step from               
now on, data was parsed and the download link from the search result XML              
was set as an attribute on the File object. File objects in the             
MapConfiguration object were then iterated over and downloaded        
accordingly. 
 
 

 
   



 
Figure 3.3 Class diagram over the download process. 

 
 

The open access hub had a limitation on concurrent connections when           
downloading set to two, which means only two files could be downloaded at             
the same time. This meant that the system had to handle this and still utilize               
the download threads as much as possible. It was solved by using a             
ConcurrentQueue<T> [22] which is a thread safe [23] operation when          
working with queues over multiple threads. The connection limit was based           
on the account that was used as authentication in the download so if a user               
had two accounts and supplied them both in the configuration file, CRAMO            
would use both of them and start two more threads when downloading (See             
Code 3.2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Code 3.2 Snippet showing the logic when adding download threads 
(DownloadManager class). 

 
List<Task> taskList = new List<Task>(); 
for (double i = 0; i < p.Settings.Credentials.Count * 2; i++) 
{ 

            Task task = CreateDownloadTask(quene, p, i); 

            taskList.Add(task); 

} 

Task.WaitAll(taskList.ToArray()); 

  

 

private Task CreateDownloadTask(ConcurrentQueue<File> quene, 
MapConfiguration p, double i) 
{ 

  return Task.Run(() => { 
       Download(quene, p, p.Settings.Credentials[(int)Math.Floor(i 
/ 2)]); 

}); 
When the product was downloaded the download process also had the           

tasks of unzipping the product and re-project the image that was used for             
mosaicing later. The re-projection was very important for the intersection in           
the next step (described in more detail in Section 3.5). Satellite images that             
were taken above Norway may not have the same coordinate reference           
system as images taken above Sweden. To then make the intersection easier            
CRAMO reprojected all images to the desired coordinate system and          
normalized all images before the next step. 

For re-projection, a GDAL operation called warp was performed         
(more in the GDAL operations in the next Section). It basically took an input              
file and produced an output file in the specified coordinate system. See            
Figure 3.3 for a visualization of the processes dependencies. 

3.5 Processing - Mosaicing 
Looking back at the Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 we can see that at this stage we                 
have started our main task, searched the API according to our configuration,            
downloaded the appropriate files, unzipped and reprojected them to our          
desired projection. This step would start from there and perform a series of             
operations to prepare the raw data to be consumed by the finished products. 

To get a better understanding of this stage and how the different parts             

 
   



were connected there will first follow a description of the GDAL           
implementation in CRAMO and then a description of the workflow that           
follows. 

GDAL was used in two ways in CRAMO, the first one was via NuGet              
[24] and the second by executing binaries. NuGet is a free and open-source             
package manager designed for .NET and by installing packages from a           
NuGet feed we got access to code that someone else has written. GDAL had              
a NuGet package available for download and this was utilized in CRAMO.            
The NuGet version, however, had severe limitations and only implemented a           
small part of the GDAL library which meant that it could only be used for               
certain parts.  

For writing, reading and getting information from files the NuGet          
package worked great so that is what it was used for in CRAMO. In the               
GDAL library namespace, there were two major branches called Gdal and           
Ogr. The easiest way to separate these two was to say that Gdal operations              
dealt with raster data and Ogr operations with vector data. 

The other way GDAL was used in CRAMO was by executable files.            
In Section 3.4, we talked about an operation called warp. This operation was             
called by invoking the executable “gdalwarp.exe” with the appropriate         
arguments. Figure 3.4 tries to illustrate how mapfactory utilizes the          
processes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Figure 3.4 showing relation between map factory and process factory. 

 
 

The MapFactory class which is the main worker for the mosaicing           
process was divided into two different subprocesses, intersecting and         
processing. They were considered as different sub-processes since the         
intersecting needs to be done before the actual mosaicing can start and the             
intersecting was in no way dependent on the latter step. 

A problem when creating a map from different datasets of satellite           
images was the consistency of the location of the images. Images from the             
Copernicus satellite-2 were overlapping, depending on if they are taken by           
satellite 1 or 2 they may face different directions and the images were always              
10x10km in size but depending on the orbit path there may not have been              
data in the entire image. In Figure 3.5 an attempt to visualize this is made.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Figure 3.5 showing how the satellite images could be oriented. Also showing 
how a satellite image data coverage could look like. 

 
 

Figure 3.6 showing search results from a typical search. Here we can see 
that all images that touch the search area are returned in the result. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



If the images had been used as they were it would have been very              
difficult to create usable raster images that could be consumed. The map            
would also have been unnecessary big. As shown in Figure 3.6 OpenSearch            
would return all products that touched the search area and thereby returning a             
lot of data we were not interested in. 

The way CRAMO solved these issues was by defining a grid which is             
used when intersecting and clipping the output images. The user had to define             
a shapefile with a grid in the same projection as the output products would be               
in and supply the path to the file in the MapConfiguration. If the projections              
were not to match the intersect would not work since Ogr would think the              
images would be located somewhere else, geographically speaking.  

This grid enabled CRAMO to only get the information that was inside            
the search area and discard everything that was outside the bounds of said             
area. In Figure 3.5 there is a yellow square which represents a search grid cell               
in the shapefile and it shows how it intersected the input images. It also              
shows that it did not matter how the input images were oriented or             
overlapping, as long as there was a normalized grid independent of the input             
images those things did not have to be considered. 

Intersecting images from a predefined square were done using Gdal          
and Ogr. With Gdal, we could read the extents of the raster images and create               
a wkt geometry from them which was then used to intersect with the Ogr grid               
cell geometry. All search grid cells in the shapefile containing the search grid             
were iterated over and then an intersect of all raster images were performed.             
This gave a list of all the input raster images that intersected each square.  
 
Pseudocode for intersecting: 
 
using(SearchShape searchFile = Ogr.Open(filePath)) 

foreach(cell in searchFile) 

foreach(rasterExtent in rasterImages) 

if(cell.intersects(rasterExtent)) 

intersectList.Add(rasterExtent)  

 

 
Once the list of intersected images was obtained the other sub-process           

of preparing the images to be consumed could be started. The two major             
operations here were to build a Gdal .vrt file [25] and translate the files into               
shapes corresponding to the search grid shapes. 

 
   



Gdal .vrt format is a reference file which could have its own attributes             
that differs from the original data. For instance, when the reprojection was            
done a .vrt file was created and the contents of that file is a reference to the                 
original file but with an attribute saying the projection should be something            
different. This made the processing very fast and there was no need to create              
new files with lots of data or edit the original file, only create reference files.               
The same thing applied when the intersect list was to be processed, a .vrt file               
was created containing a reference to the search grid cell it refers to and all               
the raster images it intersected with.  

The last step before the images are ready to be consumed in the             
product creation was to clip them to the correct size. This was done by using               
the extent from the search grid cell and using a GDAL operation called             
translate [26].  

Input to the translation was a .vrt file containing all intersected raster            
images in a search grid cell. If we look at the left image in Figure 3.5 we see                  
that there are 4 images that intersected with our search grid cell (the yellow              
square), we will say that the squares id attribute was equal to 250.  

 
Pseudocode for translating: 
 
using(Layer layer = new Ogr.Open(searchGridLayer)) 

feature = layer.getFeature(250) 

envelope = feature.getEnvelopeExtent() 

gdal.translate(envelope[0],envelope[1],envelope[2], 

envlope[3], outputFile, List<rasterImages> from vrt file) 

 

As shown in the pseudocode, we use Ogr to read the shapefile containing our              
vector data. We then get the feature and the features envelope so we could              
use that as bounds in our intersection. The envelope was a list with the max               
extent of the feature, in this case, it would be the maximum extent of our               
yellow box in Figure 3.5. We also sent in the raster images contained in the               
.vrt file that corresponds to our search grid cell (the yellow box). With these              
arguments, we could perform the translate operation and clip the image           
according to the cell. This way normalized images were created in the            
specified grid desired making them ready to be consumed by other systems. 

 
   



3.6 Products 
There were two main products created by CRAMO. The first one was known             
as a tileindex [27] and the second was a continuous map that merged             
yesterday's data with the current day's data. The first product should be used             
when the user would like a dynamic map that could be parameterized. The             
second was for a more static map but that was updated preferably every day. 

In short terms, a tileindex is a shapefile that holds information about            
which raster image to show depending on which tile of the map the user was               
looking at. It was something native to GDAL and was used mainly together             
with a map application called MapServer [28].  

How this would work was that GDAL read the extent of all raster             
images passed to the process and then created a shapefile as output. In the              
shapefile a column was defined, often this column was named “Location” and            
it held the path to the raster image that should be served when the user               
viewed the tile with that extent. This meant that a feature in the tileindex              
could have several raster images for the same extent which made it possible             
to tell MapServer via filters which image to display, the map could be             
dynamically filtered. 

The tileindex shapefile could be populated with additional columns         
and these could be used with the filters we specified. For instance, a column              
was called “cloud” in the shapefile and in that column, the cloud coverage             
value of the combined products was put. The client could then send a value in               
the WMS [29] request to MapServer and use that value as a filter on the               
specified column. See Appendix 1 for an example of how the layers could be              
defined in the MapServer configuration to work as a tileindex and how a             
filter could be defined. 

The other main product type was a map that was merged with the data              
from the day before (if any exists). CRAMO performed a translation step            
similar to the one before but the difference is that it checks if there existed a                
file that refers to that search grid cell from the day before. If it existed it took                 
that file and put it in the bottom of the merge list in the input of the                 
translating process. This way it used the latest data available but if none             
existed for the current day it shows data from the day before. 

Finally, in product creation, what is called overviews [30] sometimes          
referred to as raster pyramids were created. Overviews was a way to optimize             
the viewing of the map images and not let the mapping software render all the               

 
   



details of the image when zoomed far out. For the tileindex, an external             
overview for every image that is referenced in the tileindex was created. For             
the merged map we a single external overview of all the affected raster             
images was created making the map easier for the mapping software to            
render. 
 

3.7 Testing - Validation 
The downloading process was the most volatile and unstable one due to the             
process being completely dependent on an external service, the Copernicus          
open access data hub. Some issues with this process included the web client             
timing out due to the connection freezing, slow download speeds at certain            
times of the day and corrupt files due to too many reconnects after timeouts              
of the same file. The biggest issue of these were the files becoming corrupt              
and unusable in the later steps of the process chain. Worst case it would result               
in a hole in the map. 

Copernicus open access hub supplies an MD5 checksum [31] of the           
original product when it was stored on the server. CRAMO could then            
download the hash together with the product, create its own MD5 checksum            
(See code 3.3) from the downloaded file and compare them. This way the             
integrity of the products was ensured. If, however, a product did not match             
CRAMO would put it back into the download queue discussed in Section 3.4             
and download it again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Code 3.3 Method to get the MD5 checksum from a downloaded product 
. 

 private string GetMD5FromDownload(File file, string mapPath) 

 { 

   using (var md5 = MD5.Create()) 
   { 

      using (var stream = 
System.IO.File.OpenRead(Path.Combine(mapPath, file.ProductFileName) 

+ ".zip")) 

       { 

          byte[] checksum = md5.ComputeHash(stream); 

          return BitConverter.ToString(checksum).Replace("-",  

                  string.Empty).ToLower(); 

                } 

            } 

        } 

 

 
 
Another thing that was tested was the no data amount in an image. A no data                
value in a raster image is a specific value that will not be rendered. The no                
data attribute is static and can be any values in the allowed range. If, for               
instance, no data was set to the value 5 in a raster image then the rendering                
software would not render the pixels with the value 5. The bands (a raster in               
CRAMO had three bands, i.e., red, green and blue) in a raster image can have               
different values set to no data, it could be 0 in one band and 10 in the others. 

Since CRAMO merged images together it was crucial that only the           
parts containing visual data would be visible to the user. If the no data              
attributes was not set properly and we were to merge an image like the one in                
Figure 3.5 (the right one) with another image half the image would be black.              
This is because there is no way for the rendering software to know if it should                
be visible or not if the no data attribute is not set. It will treat the black area as                   
visible since it still contains data. The goal of this was to ensure that only the                
pixels that were supposed to be invisible were. 

In Figure 3.7, there are two pixels highlighted with values. One has            
the value 0 in every band and one has the values 4 in red, 0 in green and 5 in                    
blue. In the warping process, CRAMO set no data attribute of all images to              
the value 0. By doing this the black lower area which has the value 0 in every                 
band would be transparent and if the image(s) that was merged with this one              

 
   



had data visible in those pixels they would be visible. 
A problem that arose with this approach was that the pixel with value             

4,0,5 would also be transparent because it had a band with no data (the 0               
value). In areas where there was a lot of water (water appears dark in images,               
the value 0 represents black in RGB space), this sometimes occurred making            
the map having white transparent pixels in water. The pixels that only have             
one or two bands with no data values were the ones supposed to be measured,               
the ones with all 0 values were supposed to be filtered out. 
 

Figure 3.7 Visualises different pixel values. 

 
 

  
To detect these pixels Gdal was used to read the byte array from each              

band in the image and look for the value 0. If the value 0 was found in one                  
band another check is made against the other two bands to see if it was a                

 
   



pixel that was supposed to be transparent or not. 
To help mitigate the issue of images with transparent pixels a           

sub-process to create a new image with the pixel values corrected was            
implemented. When a pixel is detected the process will look at the other two              
bands values of that pixel and set the 0 value to the mean of the others. For                 
example, if the red band was 0, the green was 6 and the blue was 2 then the                  
red band new value would be (6 + 2) / 2 = 4. A new image was then created                   
with these new bands and replaced the old one. This process is disabled by              
default due to the processing time it would add and it was decided it should               
be a conscious decision to enable it. 

3.8 Graphical User Interface 
As discussed in Section 1.7, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) was           
implemented as a Minimal Viable Product (MVP) to help with testing           
functionality and have some visualization of the map results in a web client. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 both act as a way to visualize the dynamic filtering of a                
tileindexed CRAMO map served by MapServer. It also shows how a client            
could be constructed to show the map in an application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 
Figure 3.7 Screenshot of tileindexed CRAMO map with 95 % allowed cloud 

coverage. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3.8 Screenshot of the same area as in Figure 3.7 but with cloud 
coverage set to 2 %. Labels are indicating the acquisition date. 

 

 
   



4 Results 
The results shown in this section are mostly from the test gates that exist in               
CRAMO. As discussed in Chapter 2, whether a map is good enough or not is               
highly viewer dependent, i.e., the person observing it. The results presented           
here focus more on the process itself and the requirements that were set             
earlier in the project. By evaluating these requirements, we can tell if the             
process behaved as intended and thereby should render maps accordingly. 
For the gathering of data, three maps were generated. The first map over             
Lofoten Norway with results shown in Table 4.1 - 4.3, the second map over              
Västerbotten Sweden with results shown in Table 4.4 - 4.6, and the third map              
over entire Sweden with results shown in Table 4.7 - 4.9. Every map ran for               
20 consecutive days. For instance, Lofoten had its StartDate attribute set to            
2018-07-01 and then ran until 2018-07-21.  

The results for each map are divided into three separate tables, Table            
4.1, 4.4 and 4.7 is for no data and the total processing time, Table 4.2, 4.5 and                 
4.8 is for the downloading process, and Table 4.3, 4.6 and 4.9 is for showing               
corrupt downloads and reprojection failures. 
 
An explanation of the different operations mentioned in the tables 4.1 - 4.9: 

● No data check time: Average time per day and per item that the no              
data check took. 

● No data pixels found: Average no data % per item during the period             
and the highest no data value found. 

● Total process time: Average total process time per day and per item. 
 

● Download: Average times and product count for the download         
process. 

 
● Corrupt downloads: Number of corrupt downloads over the entire         

time period. 
● Failed reprojections: Number of failed reprojections over the entire         

time period. 
 
The tests were done on a laptop with an Intel Core I7 2,9 GHz processor,               
16GB RAM, SSD hard drives, and Windows 10 64 bit operating system.  
 

 
   



All maps ran with two accounts connected to them, making it four            
consecutive downloads at all times. A 100 MB ethernet line was also used. 

 
 
 
 Table 4.1 Showing results from Lofoten map. 

Lofoten (20 days) 

Operation Total  Per item OK (true/false) 

No data check time 167,7 (s) 16,8 (s) true 

No data pixels 
found 

Max values 
found 
3,58% 

(avg % per item 
during the period) 
0,18% 

true 

Total process time 1356,9 (s) 135,7 (s) true 

 
Table 4.2 Showing results from Lofoten map. 

Lofoten (20 days) 

Operation Total average 
download time 
per day 

Total average 
product count 
per day 

Average 
time/product 

Download 973,9 (s) 10 97,4 (s) 

 
 
 Table 4.3 Showing results from Lofoten map. 

Lofoten (20 days) 

Operation Number OK (true/false) 

Corrupt downloads 0 true 

Failed reprojections 0 true 

 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 
 Table 4.4 Showing results from Västerbotten map. 

Västerbotten (20 days) 

Operation Total  Per item OK (true/false) 

No data check time 295,7 (s) 21 (s) true 

No data pixels 
found 

max value found 
during period 
13,6 % 

average per 
item during 
period 0,38 % 

false 

Total process time 1766 (s) 125,7 (s) true 

 
Table 4.5 Showing results from Västerbotten map. 

Västerbotten (20 days) 

Operation Total average 
download time 
per day 

Total average 
product count 
per day 

Average 
time/product 

Download 1217,5 (s) 14 86,6 (s) 

 
 
 Table 4.6 Showing results from Västerbotten map. 

Västerbotten (20 days) 

Operation Number OK (true/false) 

Corrupt downloads 0 true 

Failed reprojections 0 true 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 Table 4.7 Showing results from Sweden map. 

Sweden (20 days) 

Operation Total  Per item OK (true/false) 

No data check time 1977,5 (s) 21 (s) true 

No data pixels 
found 

max value found 
during period 
2,71 % 

average per 
item during 
period 0,04 % 

true 

Total process time 12714 s 134,64 s true 

 
Table 4.8 Showing results from Sweden map. 

Sweden (20 days) 

Operation Total average 
download time 
per day 

Total average 
product count 
per day 

Average 
time/product 

Download 8112,2 s 94 86,3 

 
 
 Table 4.9 Showing results from Sweden map. 

Sweden (20 days) 

Operation Number OK (true/false) 

Corrupt downloads 0 true 

Failed reprojections 0 true 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



Interviews were also conducted and the topics were those mentioned          
in Chapter 2. The interviews were conducted in order Topic 3, Topic 2, Topic              
1 and the results are from one person with 10+ years of experience in the               
field. The answers shown here are not the full answers, the key points have              
been extracted by the interviewer to increase readability. Some discussion          
was made regarding Topic 1, an early version of a CRAMO map was used as               
the discussion material but the answer shown is the conclusion from the            
discussion. The particular map used in the interview had 653 raster images            
and the question was specifically aimed at that map. 

 
Topic 1. How is a map with this many small raster tiles composed           

to work in an OWS service? 
Topic 2. How do we define metrics for the map to be validated           

against? What decides what is good enough? 
Topic 3. Architecture, how would Sokigo like the software       

architecture to look like for it to be usable in a real world scenario? 
 

Topic 1. Answer: There are many ways to solve this and it depends           
on the OWS service used. One way to do it is to build raster pyramids,               
either embedded or external to make the rendering easier for the           
software. Another alternative is to make several layers of the same           
dataset but have them visible in different zoom levels.  
Gdal also has tileindex, which helps when dealing with maps that           
consist of many images. 
 

Topic 2. Answer: No given metric can tell if a map is ok or not in a               
process. Or, at least cannot confirm if the map is “good enough”            
without some sort of manual visual verification. 
 

Topic 3. Answer: This is more a proof of concept than a final           
product so the best would be to have it as self-reliant and            
nondependent on external tools and services as possible. It should not           
be dependent or coupled with a specific Graphical User Interface or           
framework. 

 
 
 

 
   



 
 

All three maps were also verified manually with user experience as           
the major focus and the results are shown in Table 4.10. The manual             
verification was performed by the author of this project but Sokigo helped in             
creating the evaluation questions. 
 
Table 4.10 Questions and answers from map review with user experience 
focus. 

Question Answers 
regarding 
Lofoten map 

Answers 
regarding 
Västerbotten 
map 

Answers 
regarding 
Sweden map 

Map rendering. 
Does the map 
feel sluggish or 
responsive? 

The map feels 
responsive. 

The map feels 
responsive. 

Map starting to 
feel sluggish 
when zoomed 
far out. When 
zoomed closer 
the map feels 
more responsive. 

Granules. Does 
the map seem 
crisp and 
represent the 
excepted 
resolution?  
 

Yes. Yes. Yes. 

Dynamic 
filtering in tile 
index map. Does 
the filtering 
work and can the 
map be filtered 
on the accepted 
attributes (for 

Yes, the labels 
seem to match 
the expected 
result. 

Yes, the labels 
seem to match 
the expected 
result. 

Yes, the labels 
seem to match 
the expected 
result. 

 
   



testing 
acquisition date 
and cloud 
coverage were 
used as 
attributes)? 

Does the map 
render images in 
all covered 
areas? 
 

Yes. Yes. Yes. 

Do the areas that 
contain no data 
but are still 
within our 
search area 
render black? 

Yes. Yes. Yes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   



 
 

  5 Analysis 
The results from the result chapter were supposed to be an indicator of how              
well the process performed according to how it was envisioned.  

A significant number from the results was the total average process           
time per item. This gave an indication of how big the maps could be if the                
user wanted to have it updated at least once every 24 hours. As stated in the                
results, a given testbench was used and if a more powerful computer would             
have been used these numbers would have looked a bit different.           
Nevertheless, it gives a good overview of how large the map can be on that               
given machine. Considering the numbers from the Lofoten map the average           
time was 135,7s, this shows that for this particular machine CRAMO can            
process about 640 ready images per 24 hours. If there would have been data              
in all cells for a map of Sweden, it would have consisted of 378 images to                
give some context. 

In regards to whether the automated process would be more efficient           
than a manual one, an example was made.  

To create the map of Lofoten manually, a user needs to perform the             
same steps that CRAMO performed. This includes defining a search,          
downloading products, unzipping products and processing the map. As         
context, a test was performed by me and the time was measured. The total              
time was 4h 30min. With that comparison, it is clear that CRAMO could             
perform the task faster than doing it manually. In this particular test, it was              
assumed that the user had not done any preparations or scripts to make life              
easier when, for instance, downloading the data. With some scripts for           
downloading, unzipping, and so on the time gap would not be as big but then               
we would be tethering on whether it is a manual process or not. 

The three end products were all approved and the user experience was            
positive for all of them. The Sweden map had a tendency to feel sluggish              
when zoomed far out, which is not strange when we think of how many open               
file connections are needed to render bigger areas. This behavior is only            
noted in the tile index maps were we do not have an overview image over the                
entire extent of the map. When an overview over the mosaic itself is built the               
rendering speed significantly increases.  

One thing to note about no data average for Västerbotten map is that it              

 
   



was the map with the largest amount of water in it. When creating an image               
above water it is very dark and the risk of getting pixel values like those in                
Figure 3.7 increases. It was still not something that bothered the finished            
products since the external overviews were built and helped mitigate the           
effect of those pixels.  

 
  

 
   



6 Discussion  
This chapter will start with a discussion regarding each Section that was            
presented in Chapter 3. After that, there will follow a discussion about the             
system as a whole. Since this was never meant to be a finished product, it is                
interesting to look at the process steps individually to see what works and             
what does not work. 

The choice of architecture worked well. The WCF interface decouples          
the service from the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and adds the possibility            
to dock on a Web, mobile or desktop client. Something to consider about the              
architecture would be to use .NET Core instead [32] of .NET Framework.            
.NET Framework adds the dependency of windows and it would not be            
efficient to run this service alone on a windows server. CRAMO is very CPU              
intensive and in a real-world scenario, we would probably want it in a cloud              
that could start new computing instances on demand. .NET Core would then            
allow us to use a Linux machine instead of windows, making it a lot cheaper               
to run and produce the maps. 

Task scheduling was very beneficial since the download speeds         
increased during the night. By doing the scheduling this way and starting a             
new Task for every occurrence, we could add a desktop GUI to the service              
itself and not have any blocking on the UI main thread. 

Searching the Open Access Data Hub with OpenSearch proved to be           
very reliable and easy to manage, during all the tests that have run it only               
failed once when the entire data hub was down for maintenance. If someone             
would use CRAMO, it could be worth checking the alternative download link            
discussed in Section 3.3 from time to time. If this alternative would be more              
stable CRAMO would only need to download about 1/10 of the original            
product and it could skip the unzipping step discussed in Section 3.4.  

A major concern about this project in the planning stage was the            
downloading of data. The Open Access Hub API is open, free and widely             
used so there was some skepticism about the stability of this process and how              
reliable it would be. It would have been very hard to create the map and get                
the desired result if the downloading process had been unstable and resulted            
in a lot of corrupt downloads. The use of a ConcurrentQuene<T> was a good              
fit for this process. It enables the programmer to manage the items in the              
queue and pop them in or out depending on the current condition. It turned              
out that the downloading was not an issue, the results from the tables in              

 
   



Chapter 4 clearly shows the reliability of the download process. 
The biggest takeaway from working with the processing is the lack of            

GDAL operations that the C# GDAL interface supports. It is mainly used to             
read and write images and make simpler operations. Operations like translate,           
which is a central part of CRAMO, is not supported. The way CRAMO             
handles this by executing the .exe files is not optimal in an application. We              
lose much control over the process flow when executing a remote .exe file,             
for instance, the ability to control inner exceptions and deal with them and the              
application is more prone to crash when an error occurs inside the outside             
process. In this case, there are not that many operations that are chained             
together and it works fine but if we were to add a few more steps that were                 
dependent on each other, it could become complicated. 

In Section 1.2, there is a summary and a discussion about a paper that              
deals with image processing and mosaicing. An attempt was made in the            
early stages of CRAMO development also to have the image processing step            
inside the application. From reading the paper in Section 1.2 and from a few              
tests, it was quickly shown however that it would not be feasible to both have               
the goal of creating a map and process the images. That is when the decision               
to use Sentinel 2-A products was taken.  

The system as a whole delivers what it should according to the            
requirements. The finished products from CRAMO described in Section 3.6          
need more work. It is not shown in the results but some performance issues              
with the tileindex map were experienced when the index became large, more            
than 10 images in a cell. The map started to feel slow and the OWS service                
used for testing had to work hard to present the images. One thing to note               
about this is that during the testing CRAMO used the file format .jp2 [33] to               
save space on the machine it was running. In a production scenario, another             
format that is not compressed would probably be used and this would make it              
possible to build internal overviews and open the files faster when requesting            
images from the OWS service.  

 
 
 

 

 
   



7 Conclusion  
In Table 1.1 there are listed five objectives that were the main goals to              
achieve with this project. Following will be a conclusion whether these           
objectives are fulfilled or not. 

O1 - Create a workflow for the image processing (tools and           
approach are the most crucial parts) is fulfilled in terms of this thesis but is               
not done in the way it was initially intended. In the planning phase of              
CRAMO, the initial idea was the have the image processing itself inside            
CRAMO. To take greyscale images, merge and color correct them into full            
RGB images to use as map images. It was quickly shown that it would not be                
feasible to create that process within the scope of this project, that part alone              
could easily have had its own thesis project. The decision then fell on using              
level 2 - A products and the process core components are to search for              
products and download them. 

O2 - Create a workflow for the map tiling process (tools and            
approach are the most crucial parts). The major thing with the second            
objective was to find suitable tools to use that would fit in an automated              
process. Tests were performed with several different tools such as GRASS           
GIS [34], GDAL in python, GDAL with bash scripting and other variations.            
The decision was eventually taken to use a mix of the C# GDAL Interface              
and GDAL executables. Why this was the best approach was a mix of things.              
The major ones were that the developer who was going to implement the             
process heavily preferred C# over for instance python and another one was            
that in C# it is very easy to start and manage external processes from within               
the code. It is possible to catch exceptions and re-run failed processes and             
tasks. The objective is considered fulfilled, the workflow exists and it does            
what it is supposed to do. 

O3 - Implement the service and integrate the previous workflows          
was the objective that demanded the most implementation and was where the            
actual program was created. The two earlier objectives were fulfilled via test            
benches and laid the design foundation for CRAMO. In this objective, the            
main goal was to merge these two workflows into a program which was             
supposed to deliver the maps. This objective was also the hardest one to             
specify since there were so many uncertainties at the beginning of the project.             
To consider it fulfilled, however, a program should be produced that could            
produce a map from the supplied data. This is achieved. 

 
   



O4 - Implement a test program that verifies that the map tiles end             
up in the correct position according to the chosen projection. This           
program will also check for blank spaces on the map was a utility to help               
in the verification process. A separate entity in the system that could verify             
the process and in that way making sure that the end product is as predictable               
as possible. The most important things to measure were the projection and if             
there were blank spaces on the map. This is done, the blank spaces are              
checked via no-data values. 

O5 - Serve the map live from an OWS service. This is the final step               
to make sure that the maps are usable in a software. The maps are tested in                
both MapServer and GeoServer [35], which are very common free open           
source OWS services. The maps from CRAMO work in both server, the only             
thing not tested is tile index maps in GeoServer. 

To summarize this project, it is shown that one can use free data from              
the Copernicus directive and create their own services to make frequently           
updated orthographic maps. The usability of this is probably mainly for           
scientific and profitable causes. Scientific since the maps can be used to make             
daily analyses or at least very frequent ones. Profitable since this type of map              
is unique and could probably be sold by someone with the appropriate type of              
customers.  

Something that could have been done differently in this project           
would be to create custom bindings for GDAL in C#. GDAL is written in C               
and C++ so a bridge could be made in C# to access these classes. This would                
allow CRAMO to run all the different processes natively instead of via            
external processes. By doing this, the testing would be a lot easier and the              
processes themselves would be a lot easier to manage. 

7.1 Future work 
The scope of this project limited the type of map to an orthographic one with               
true RGB images. The way CRAMO is built there is no limitation to extend              
the processing section to accept other types of maps such as radar height             
maps, vegetation index maps or landmass movement maps over time.          
Copernicus provides many different types of data and one of the visions for             
CRAMO was that it should be possible for the user to also select what type of                
map he/she wants the system to create. 

More testing regarding the file formats needs to be made. Especially           
the performance difference when creating tileindex maps. For this project,          

 
   



only the .jp2 format was used and it would have been interesting to see how               
much of a performance difference it would make if, for instance, GeoTiff was             
used instead. 
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A Appendix 1 
Sample definition of a tileindex layer in a MapServer .map file. Highlighting            
the filter definition, the tileindex file and the tileindex column which holds            
the path to the raster images. 
 
LAYER 
    DATA "D:\\CRAMO\\Sverige\\index.shp" 
 
    Attribute in [] is the column name and attributes in %% is the input value. 
 
    FILTER ('[cloud]' <= '%cloud%') 
    LABELITEM "date" 
    NAME "Mosaic" 
    PROJECTION 
      "init=epsg:3006" 
    END # PROJECTION 
    STATUS ON 
    TILEINDEX “index.shp” 
    TILEITEM "location" 
    TYPE POLYGON 
    UNITS METERS 
    VALIDATION 
      "default_cloud" "2" 
      "cloud" "[0-9]" 
    END # VALIDATION 
    CLASS 
      LABEL 
        // Label style here 
      END # LABEL 
    END # CLASS 
  END # LAYER 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   


